
* Subject: Explanation for low water temperature. (WT5101**, WT5001**) 
(Don’t need to change Main controller)

* Bulletin Registration Date: March. 23, 2011 * Effective from Date: March. 23, 2011

Service Bulletin
WASHING MACHINE

Bulletin Number:General information

•Applicable for models: (Customer models in alphabetical or numerical order per subsidiary)

Technical information

Applicable in warranty:                    YES       NO Also applicable outside                      YES       NO
of warranty:

Applicable only with symptoms        YES       NO
below:       

Applicable with every repair:            YES       NO

* 1. Symptoms / Customer Complaint:
- Water temperature is low below hot water condition.

* Applicable Serial Number: All

•2. Problem / Cause:
- Water temperature is low when selected hot water option in finishing water supply.
- As a high efficiency product, it minimize the using of hot water for energy saving.
- The water temperature can differ depending on each customer's environment in finishing water supply. 
Washing machine’s algorithm is optimized for fitting the water temperature
when hot water temperature(Boiler temperature) is 60℃.
Water temperature may be not warm enough in depending on a low temperature level.

- When hot water option is selected, The only cold water is supplied for a few minutes(~2min) at
beginning.
This algorithm against to damaging the cloth from hot water.

-

-

-

-

* 3. Solution- 1 
- When customers select hot or warm water option, Water temperature is not warm enough according

to customer's environment in use (water pressure, boiler temperature, etc)
- Though water temperature is not warm enough, Washing machine performance is high because of
optimized washing algorithm and system.

Subsidiary Customer Model Subsidiary Customer Model
WT5101HV

WT5101CW WT5001CW
WT5001CW

LGECI
WT5101HV

LGEAI
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* 3. Solution- 2

(Only WT5101** Model)

- When customer want to use hot water,

Sanitary (Extra Hot) course is recommended.

※ It may take a long time if you choose Sanitary (Extra Hot) course.

WT5101** (This model has Sanitary Course)

WT5001CW (This model doesn’t have Sanitary Course)
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* 4. Solution step by step:

4-1. CIC Response

1) Treatment as explaining for customers

Q> Did you set the normal course? Do you feel like hot temperature about hot water supply?
(If water temperature isn’t warm enough and selected normal course, explain below.)

A> This is a high-efficiency product, If the hot water temperature(Boiler temperature) is low, 
you can feel that water is not warm enough after water supply finished.
If you want to wash by hot water, then select the Sanitary(Extra hot) course.
However, Power consumption will be increased.
If the model doesn’t have Sanitary course, Set the Boiler temperature more higher than current.

Q> Did you set the Sanitary course? Do you feel like hot temperature about hot water supply?
(If water temperature isn’t warm enough and selected Sanitary course, explain below.)

A> Top Loader products are supplied to the a lot of water.
Thus, it takes a long time for increasing  water temperature by heater.
ex.)  Condition : Sanitary Course / Load Middle, The maximum water heating time is About 120min.

2) If customers complaint represents by only cold water supply at beginning,
It is supplied only cold water during initial time, after then cold and hot water.
This is not a problem of Main Board. It is the algorithm to avoid clothes damage by hot water.

3) Water temperature may be low when water supply finished in the condition of small load.
Water temperature isn’t enough warm in the small load by water supply algorithm.
Even if water temperature is low, product has enough washing performance.
It is used less hot water for high energy efficiency. This is not a problem of Main Board.

4-2. SVC Engineer

1) Check the temperature from hot water inlet valve.
First, empty in tub (No load, No water) 
Second, turn off a cold water inlet valve.
and then, set hot water option in panel.
If you can see the water above the bottom of tub, push FABRIC_SOFTENER + CUSTOMER_PROGRAM
key at same time, 
please. You can check the water temperature in display segment.
If hot water temperature is lower than 60℃, you can feel that water is not warm enough.

2) According to 4-1 contents, please explain to customer exactly.
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* 5. New Software Release:    None

* 6. Visual Before and After: None

* 7. Part Usage: None

* 8. Destroy Old Parts: None

* 9. SVC Bulletin History: None
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